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Present:  Leesa, Peggy, Jane, Crystal, Julie, James. 
 
Agenda:   
 

1. Prospective Portal 
a. Have you met with your CMS?   
b. When will channels be created for the portal?  
c. Banner Enrollment Management Software –  
d. Robbie, Portal Update  
 

2. Web 4 Prospect 
a. Any updates?  
b. Clean Address update:  February go live date, messages for student could be confusing (Range 

error, etc).  Have not heard the new Clean Address version has been uploaded.  Concern over 
messages that student will see and how the Clean Address process will work for MA/RC 
addresses.  Jane will get some information from James.  Feb 8th hopefully for production, load 
to LRGP/PREP Friday Jan 23rd

c. Ethnicity Codes – see note below – Crystal is still seeing the old ethnicity codes in the current 
bridge file.  Jane was not sure if cleanup has been done in Banner for old codes.  We will 
monitor to see if ethnicity codes in our stdimprt file remain or become blank, at which point we 
will need to decide if we need to do a task request to have that information exported, or if we do 
not consider it a priority to correct.   

, 2 week test period.   
 
Will put in Self Service in PREP and LRGP, to see what student will see.  Can have it active in 
Banner without Self Service.  Not sure if SRRPREL will use Clean Address during the “push” 
process.   
 

 
3. EMAS – 

 
a. UA Scholar Bridge –  Update from Melody – See update from Jane below.   

 
b. Bridge update:  

 
c. Task Request Prioritization:   

 
d. Any other general updates?   

 
e. EMAS Face–to–Face.   

 
 

 
4. Jane Update:  UA Scholar modification is on hold until Melody is free.  Not sure of time estimate for 

when Melody will be free.  Task request link is 
http://bweb4lrgp.alaska.edu/banlrgp/owa/bwsk2rqs.P_DisplayRequests.   

 
5. Other items/updates 

 
a. Test Plan for Banner Upgrades – With Banner 8 upgrade coming in October 2009, this will 

become more critical.  All EMAS coordinators should start listing out processes/screens used on 

http://bweb4lrgp.alaska.edu/banlrgp/owa/bwsk2rqs.P_DisplayRequests�


a regular basis, and we will come up with a game plan for coordinating testing of the new 
Banner as it relates to our recruiting screens.   
 
Coming up with a test plan for recruiting side – web4prospect, bridge files, tape loads.  

 
Email from 01/05/2009 
 
Julie et al,  
 
You may find the attached document helpful.  
 
You'll find all the old ethnicity values in STVETHN; all the new "Race" codes are in GORRACE.  
 
Mike  
 
Julie C Staveland wrote:  
 
Jane,  
Are the new ethnicity codes live in PROD? Do you have a list of what the new codes are?  
Thanks  
Julie C Staveland  
UAS EMAS Coordinator  
 
 
Jane Vohden wrote:  
 
This is an email thread that Melody and I have been having about the  
ethnicity changes.   Please read from the bottom up to get a brief  
understanding of the thread.   Please let me know if you have questions and  
what action you would like to take.     Thanks.   - Jane  
 
-----Original Message-----  
From: Melody Sayles [mailto:melody.sayles@alaska.edu] Sent: Friday, December 19, 2008 10:34 AM  
To: Jane Vohden  
Subject: Re: FW: Ethnicity Changes  
 
Also EMAS people may want to (add a field for Race) or (rename the old ethnic to Race and create a new 
Ethnic). They have very few columns left to add data to be imported to the EMAS databases. Their call.  
Melody  
 
Melody Sayles wrote:  
   
 
The programmers don't have the interface to EMAS on their systems, only EMAS people. The bridge 
references 'spbpers_ethn_code' without any translations (line 3119 in srr2be1.sqr). It would need to be 
changed to the SPBPERS_ETHN_CDE. EMAS people (Crystal, etc) would need to be notified to look at their 
Access macros and EMAS databases to see if there are any repercussions from changing the code value.  
Melody  
 
Jane Vohden wrote:  
    
I looked through SRTLOAD. I don't know how to look through EMAS. Would you please double check both of 
those for problems with the ethnicity changes? And if I'm available - I would like to learn how the interface with 
EMAS works. Thanks. - Jane  
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